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There is a saying like 「Tidying up is the mother of safety」 or

「Safety starts with tidying up and ends with it.」

「 This “seiri”, “seiton” (organizing, set in order) 」 and “seiso”

(cleaning) are the basiｃ 3S method that is used all over.

Furthermore, “seiketsu” (cleanliness), and “shitsuke” (sustain) are

added and now called “5S”

This method is viewed as a desirable figure and will benefit everyone

not just today but also for the future. This will also make the

workplace ideal, safe and will improve the environment.

Also, it has been said that the main reason 5S was made is to ensure

safety in an environment and make it easier for everyone to work.

5S method should be used not just for once but continually. There is

a big difference if you will do it not just in a workplace but also to

your daily life. Each and every employee/people should cooperate in

this program.



①SEIRI
(Organizing/Sorting)



Distinguishing between necessary and unnecessary things and 
getting rid of what you do not need. Make sure to keep it clean that 
way.

Red tag

Efficiency improvement starts from sorting

Red tag

・”Aka fuda” is a red tag. You use it to the things that should be sort 
out.

・Aka fuda sensou (red tag war) basically means distinguishing 
between necessary and unnecessary things and getting rid of what 
you do not need.

・Tag all the unnecessary things.

・If you practice the “aka fuda sensou”, everyone will immediately 
know (including your boss) what is necessary and unnecessary at 
your workplace.

Place all the red tag items in one location and the necessary 
things to another and double check. Then evaluate.
After evaluating everything, all the “fuyou” (unnecessary things) 
should be written in a “fuyou list”. Then dispose



How to use the aka fuda (red tag)

① Seiri (sorting)
First of all, get rid of the unnecessary things.

② Choose what should not be kept

③ Standard
Chose what is 「necessary」 & 「unnecessary」

④ Aka fuda sakusen (red tag war)
Fill in the required items.

⑤ Paste or put the aka fuda

⑥ Record （Use disposal list）
Write in a disposal list the unnecessary things.

⑦ Dispose
Choose a disposal method depending on the case.

Aka fuda form（Example）

Evaluator

Dispose

Method

Disposal deadline

Date 

Name (the one who put the 

aka fuda)

Amount

Place

Evaluator

Name

1.Equipment 2.Tool 3.Scale

4.Equipment 5.parts

6.Work in process 7.Semi-finished

8.Finished 9.supplementary

10.Office supplies 11.documents

12.others

「unnecessary item list」



②SEITON
(Set in order)



The practice of orderly storage so the right item can be picked 
efficiently at the right time and easy access for everyone. This will 
serve as an efficiency improvement.

3 tei katsudou/3 methods
（Fixed position, constant quality and fixed quantity）

Seiton(organizing) saves time.

３tei katsudo/3 methods
（Fixed position, constant quality and fixed quantity）

・After the “red tag war”, the necessary things will still remain in the 
workplace.

・These necessary things should be kept properly so that everyone 
will know [where, what and when] it’s called “kanban sakusei” or 
signage war if translated.

・「3 tei」 & 「kanban sakusen」 means the same

Kanban sakusei

Where What How many

Place 

indicatio

Address 

indicatio
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number

Item 
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③SEISOU
(Cleaning)



Seiso is cleaning and inspecting workplace, tools and machinery on a 
regular basis. This will improve the production process efficienecy

① Inspect
② Discover troubles
③ Improvement
④ Good result
⑤ Good result is the joy of “achievement”

Seiso is the foundation
for quality improvement！

Insufficient cleaning

① Causes trouble
It will make the tools and equipment in a bad condition.

② Causes poor quality

It will cause problems like contamination and malfunction.

③ Forced deterioration problem
It will be the root of dirtiness, crack malfunctions and others

④ Speed loss trouble
It will cause problems like frictional resistance and other speed
loss trouble.



④ＳＥＩＫＥＴＳＵ
(Cleanliness/Standardize)



Maintain the [Seiri, seiton and seiso] so that the workplace will be efficient 
and effective for everyone. This will also benefit the improvement of the 
quality of your work.

The first step of safety starts from “seiketsu”！



⑤ＳＨＩＴＳＵＫＥ
/Sustain



A good working environment starts from active greetings and responses 
plus following the basic rules of your work like the “seiri, seiton, seiso, 
seiketsu”.

5S starts from shitsuke and ends with shitsuke (sustaining/self-
discipline！



Summary



５Ｓ Seiri Seiton Seiso Seiketsu Shitsuke

Meaning

Dispose Easy access Clean 
properly

Maintain Maintaining and 
following

Procedure

Dispose 
unnecessary 
things

Improve 
efficiency

Check 
regularly

Working 
facility

Protect and 
sustaining

Result

To save 
space and 
dispose 
what’s not 
needed

To shorten 
the time in 
finding 
things.

To end 
troubles and 
malfunctions

To stop 
contaminatio
n and 
improve 
product 
quality

To be 
conscious of 
your 
surrounding   

Waste label

Category 1. Equipment 2.Tool 3.Scal 4.Equipment 5.parts 6.Work in process 

7.Semi-finished 8.Finished 9.Supplementary 10.Office supplies 11.Documents

12.others

Product name

Item number

Amount

Reason a) Parts, material,products ｂ）Tools

1.Wrong date production 1.Old

2.Cancelled orders 2.Can’t be used

3.Change of weighing 3.Used 

4.Missed orders 4.Others（ ）

5.NG

6.Others（ ）

Evaluator：
Disposal process

Department

Date：



5S Method Procedure



The 5S method at your workplace

It has been said that 5S is the base for efficiency.

・Every employee has a responsibility in maintaining 5S standards.
・Do the obvious things that are needed to be done.
・Strive hard to maintain and improve the 5S method as long as

possible
・Make your workplace clean and fresh
・Manage the results
・5S improves the morale, human relations and activities.

It is hard to do and improve 5S in just one shot. But taking the first
step and managing the progress condition is a good start and will give
long-lasting benefits.

（1）First step（Manage）

The first step is “seiri” or sorting if translated.
By removing, disposing and sorting your area, you will feel refresh to
your surroundings and will promote to a cleaner and better-organized
environment.

The first step is sorting/disposing

When done properly, it will be easier to do the remaining
methods.



① Get rid of the unnecessary things.
・Sort what is necessary and unnecessary things. Then dispose

the unnecessary.
「Red tag… Put red tags to the things that should be dispose」

② Identify and allocate the things. Do not put things in the
hallways/aisle

③ Sorting the good and not good products. Deciding where to
put the tools
・Do not put the tools inside the products.

④ Clean the electric fans, lights, tools and equipment. Do not
leave the things in a random place that needs repairing.
（Ask for assistance for the things that you can’t reach）
・Always keep in mind that“cleaning” is important.

⑤ Pick up the little parts “buhin”like screws and bolts that are
scattered on the floor. Also, keep the working and dining
tables clean.
・Screws and tiny products that fell on the ground can cause
trouble in the future.

The first step is to understand these methods. The least that you can 
do is to clean your working place after using it.



（2）Second step（seiton）

Seiton is putting necessary items to the place that you know and easy 
to reach spot. This will be the base of Seiton step. Also, this will make 
the workplace clean and well-arranged. This will lead to greater 
results in the near future and to maintain neater environment.

① Maintain the previous step

② You can do things like labeling the products and keeping 
them in a right place for greater results. Also, classify the 
products.
・「Utsuwa」 (container) means palette, shelf, tables and others
・Put labels. For example, if the items are in the locker, you don’t 

have to open each locker when you label them outside. It’s 
called 
nameplate (or hyousatsu in Japanese). You can add item’s 
description if possible.

・Layout the storage。
・Organize neatly
・Normally, we organize according to the size. But if not needed, 

organize them in the way how often they are used.

③ Storage the NG, samples, and other products separately and 
properly.

・The sample products and unfinished products are needed to be 
stored separately. If not so, it can cause problems in the future. 
This method is mostly for higher departments but everyone still 
has responsibility with this.

・The person in charge and the deadline for these products 
should be stated clearly.



④ Get rid of random cords and wirings. Also, do not pile up trash 
bins and cartons.
・To avoid the accidents. Do not pile up things more than 

1.5meters as much as possible.
・Do not use longer cable, wires if not needed to avoid tripping.

⑤ About dropping objects like bolts, parts and screw.
・Keeping the things at a right place. This will lessen troubles in 

the future.

（3）Third step（basic）

The 3rd step of 5S is is seisou(cleaning). This will the equipments and tools in 
good condition. Also, if done properly, the right item can be picked efficiently 
and will benefit the previous steps.

① Maintain the previous step.

② Storage the items at the right places. Separate properly and 
label each. If done properly, it will give good results like 
picking and identifying the materials faster.

・Labeling the items is necessary. Put the nameplate outside the 
container. Standardize or use the same labeling in all.

・After doing the seiri, seiretsu・seiton will come after
・The main points are mainting and keeping it clean.

・「 3 methods」→, Amount, place labeling, item display…

・「Label them directly」

・「Tidying the tools」→ When using, place it in a place that’s easy to reach. Put it 

back to where you found the tool

・「Storaging items」→, Place it in a safe place where it can’t be scratched or 

damaged. Check the amount before storaging.

・「Unfinished products storage」→, Put a description, label and quantity.



③ These things should be maintained in a long run. It is better to 
do it actual / physically than just sorting and organizing the 
items just by writing records only.

④ Improvement of the “rakkahin” or dropped objects for a safer 
workplace.

（4）The 4th and later steps

We aim to maintain the 1st to 3rd steps and to level up.

① Organize everything so that it will be easier to work. This will
also improve the working progress and the quality of your
work. (3 methods: fixed position, constant quality, fixed
quantity)

② Make sure to keep the working place clean, organized and
safe. Keep the ground clean and without dropped items.


